
About Berg Hortimotive Group 
The Berg Hortimotive Group develops logistics solutions for every crop and every greenhouse company. We strive 

to simplify processes, make employees work more safely and pleasantly and make operations better to manage. 

Translated into higher returns for entrepreneurs. With over 50 years of experience in greenhouse horticulture, 

Berg Hortimotive Group has developed a range of products that can be used to carry out and optimize the entire 

logistics process in the greenhouse. Whether it concerns crop care, harvest trolleys, transport or crop protection. 

With its subsidiaries HortiKey and Hortilogics, the Berg Hortimotive Group offers the complete internal logistics 

concept. While Hortilogics focuses on the connection of internal logistic processes in the greenhouse and 

packaging area, HortiKey focuses on the data-driven solutions in the company. 

BERGHORTIMOTIVE.COM

HORTICULTURE DRIVEN BY 
DUTCH EXPERIENCE HORTICULTURE DRIVEN BY DUTCH EXPERIENCE

Berg Hortimotive Group
Burg. Crezeelaan 42a

2678 KZ De Lier
The Netherlands 

T +31 (0)174 517700   
E info@berghortimotive.com
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An essential part of your 
cultivation process is to keep your 
crops in optimal condition through 
the use of protective agents. At 
Berg Hortimotive, we deliver an 
extensive range of products, both 
automatic and manual, to simplify 
crop protection.

Automating spraying activities saves 
a lot of labour. Your crop is kept in 
optimal condition by computer control. 
It could not be more efficient or safer. 
And more sustainable too: by using 
the right equipment, the impact on the 
environment is reduced to a minimum.

Check the QR-code for 
our range of products 
concerning crop 
protection.

At many greenhouse horticulture 
companies, the harvesting phase 
is crucial. Swift action is needed in 
order to anticipate to the wishes 
of your clients. And what about 
efficiency? Berg Hortimotive 
knows your needs.

Vegetables, flowers or pot plants: 
the shorter the route from A to B, the 
better it is for your business operations 
and harvest quality. Berg Hortimotive 
provides tailor-made advice. It is not 
our systems that are the starting point, 
but your way of working. Actively 
thinking along in this phase lays the 
foundation for more efficiency in your 
business operations. 

Check the QR-code for 
our range of products 
concerning harvest & 
transport.

Berg Hortimotive believes in 
strong fresh product chains in 
horticulture, with transparent 
information exchange for maximum 
yield. 

So that professional horticulture 
companies are able to work more 
efficiently and safely on the global food 
supply. For this reason HortiKey was 
founded.

HortiKey stands for our logistics and 
data-driven systems which simplify 
planning, path registration and tracking 
& tracing. Our software combines data 
from several sources into one single 
transparent database. This enables you 
to monitor your company continuously, 
in every growth phase and optimize 
your business operations even further.

Check the QR-code for 
our range of products 
concerning data-driven 
systems.

When processes in the greenhouse 
run smoothly, you might have the 
same demands for operations 
in the packing hall. In terms 
of processing, packaging and 
preparing your product for 
transport.

The involvement of our in-house 
engineers does not stop at the 
entrance to the processing area. They 
also design and deliver pathways 
and any required buffer and/or 
sorting conveyors. Through strategic 
cooperation with experienced partners, 
we are able to offer the entire logistics 
process in both greenhouse and 
packing hall.

Check the QR-code for 
our range of products 
concerning packaging.

Pipe rail trolleys are often used in 
greenhouse horticulture to carry 
out work at height, especially in 
crop care.

The development of pipe rail trolleys 
for crop care has not stood still. Since 
the first pipe rail trolley was developed 
by Berg Hortimotive and others, we 
have been continuously pushing the 
boundaries in terms of possibilities. 
With our in-house engineering and 
production, we stand for solutions with 
your way of working as the starting 
point.

Check the QR-code for 
our range of products 
concerning crop care.
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